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RABBI

AARON FLANZRAICH
“Judaism is a tradition, built on community.”
A quiet secret lies in the heart of the
Jewish calendar - it may not be Jew-ish in
its roots. A (very!) brief history lesson will
help: in the mid-900’s BCE (almost 3000
years ago) King Solomon builds a Temple
in Jerusalem which today is known as
the 1st Temple. It is destroyed 400 years
later by the Assyrian/Babylonian Empire
resulting in a mass exodus of Jews out of
the Land of Israel and into the Babylonian
Empire. 70 years later it is rebuilt but only
a small fraction of the exiled Jews return.
This rebuilding undergoes subsequent
improvements and revisions and is known
to us as the 2nd Temple. It is destroyed by
the Roman Empire in circa 73 CE (2000
years ago).
The exile of the Jews to Babylon had a
profound lasting impact but for the
purposes of our conversation let’s just look
at one item, our calendar. In the Torah
nearly all the months have no names
with perhaps the exception of one – the
month of Pesach. Thereafter the months
are known by numbers…the months are
numbered two, three and so on. It is only
in Babylon where the calendar of the Jews
finds names for each of their months by
taking the names the Babylonians used
for their calendar. The month I am writing
this to you is the month of Marcheshvan,
known traditionally as a ‘bitter month’
because there are no celebrations all 29
days of it, but mostly because this month
is the gatekeeper to the start of winter.
Which is something we know about, right?
Winter time finds us with cold days, with
us living inside more than outside. Winter
finds us with short days and long evenings.
It is in the very heart of this moment we
celebrate Hannukah. At the peak moment
of darkness our faith asks us to bring light
to the world.
A colleague of mine, Rabbi Jack Riemer,
wrote years ago of a conversation he had
with his congregation. He asked them if
there was anyone who knew when the
Mishkan – the portable tabernacle the Jews
worshiped in as they wandered through
the Sinai desert after being liberated from
4

Egypt – he wondered aloud if any of them
knew when it was dedicated?
No one knew.
By the way, if you’re looking for points in
Biblical Trivial Pursuit or a good ice breaker
– the answer is the month of Nissan.
Then he asked if anyone knew when
Solomon completed the First Temple? A
really important structure in Jewish history
– our love for the Western Wall is found
because this is the sole remaining piece of
that building.
Yet, when he asked the question not one
person knew.
For the record - it was completed on Sukkot.
But when Rabbi Riemer asked when
was the Temple cleaned out and then
re-dedicated? To a person everyone knew
that it was Hanukah.
Everyone knew.
Because as important as dedication is, it
is nothing compared to re-dedication.
As important as building is, it is nothing
compared to re-building. The strength to
start something is nothing compared to
the energy to renew what is already there.
Why? Because so many would think once
done we should turn to other things. Or,
what is there is good enough. But every
generation is commanded - as Hannukah
teaches us – to re-dedicate what has come
before us in order to make it ours.

of worship,” but a “house of gathering.”
Because I believe that human nature is
immutable when the time comes and we
take off our masks, we will rush into each
other’s arms. I believe community is not
only a deep existential need but a practical
one. Beth Sholom is a foundation in the
Jewish lives of the many, many young
Jewish families in our area who rely on us
for childcare, family education and Jewish
celebrations. Our campaign to re-build our
beloved Shul is in the greatest of Jewish
traditions, it is the power to re-dedicate
ourselves to the very strength that brought
us to where we are.
I hope you will take some time in the
coming days, when we are very much
indoors and with the quiet of winter upon
us, to talk amongst yourselves to make a
gift to Beth Sholom.
Doing so will be a lasting lesson to your
children of what mattered most to you in a
moment when so much seemed lost.
Chag Orot Sameach!
Rabbi Aaron Flanzraich •

With this in mind, I wish to report our
B’koach renovation campaign is, thank
G-d, alive and very well. Despite the
shutdowns the pandemic has wrought
our committee work continues, plans are
before the city permit authorities, and
pledges and donations are being fulfilled
and committed.
Because “this” will end and when it does we
must be ready. Judaism is a tradition, built
on community. Some important prayers,
including the kaddish can be said only
when at least ten people are present. In
Hebrew, a synagogue is called not a “house
5

CANTOR

ERIC MOSES
THE PURSUIT FOR KNOWLEDGE
I was born on Rosh Hashana – October
1, 1970, which corresponded to the 1st
of Tishrei, 5731. In the middle of dinner
on Erev Rosh Hashana, my mother was
rushed to the hospital, and I was born
several hours later at approximately 3
am. On hearing the news, my Mexican
grandmother proclaimed that I would
become a Rabbi. Fifty years later, who
would have ever guessed that she was
almost correct in her prediction!
When I was a child, my dream was to
become a doctor. Although
I loved playing with my
doctor’s kit, which included
the amazing instruments
that doctors use, I soon
discovered that I could not
stand the sight of blood. I
grew up in a home where the
pursuit of knowledge was an
important discipline. It did
not have to be formalized
education, but it had to lead
to a successful goal. For
instance, my mother was
my music teacher. I never outgrew this
for a formalized program because none
was better. She would teach me, and
every year I would take my next Royal
Conservatory of Music exam. The proof
was in the examination results. I attribute
my success to my mother’s devotion to my
musical homeschooling.

career as a Hazzan, although it is still on
my bucket list to become a CFA (Chartered
Financial Analyst).
Earlier this year, I
wrote about my
experience in Poland
last January, where
I
attended
the
75th
anniversary
of the liberation of
Auschwitz. On that
trip, I visited the
famous
Yeshivat
Chachmei Lublin for the third time. It is
there that Rav Meir Shapira established
the Daf Yomi study program in 1923 and
the opening of the Yeshiva in 1930 with
ten thousand people
from around Poland and
abroad in attendance.
The Daf Yomi (page of
the day) program unifies
Jews in a daily regimen
of learning the same
daf each day in all parts
of the world. It takes
approximately
seven and a half
years to complete
the entire cycle
comprised
of
the
Babylonian
Talmud’s
2711
pages. As I stood
in the stairwell previously occupied by the
yeshiva students, I became determined
to undertake the challenge. I am
proud to say that I have not missed
a page since!

“...my dream
was to become
a doctor.”

Many years after my dreams of becoming
a doctor had waned in university, I
studied business, which led to both
bachelor’s and master’s degrees
(BBA/MBA). At that point, I was
already keen on becoming a Cantor,
but during
Cantorial
school, I
took my
Canadian
Securities
Course
to
be
licensed
to work
on Bay Street. My passion for financial
markets took a back seat to my eventual

As I see it, the goal of obtaining “smicha” is
symbolic of a lifetime devoted to learning.
It is just the beginning, as I will always
strive to reach new
heights. In so doing,
one diploma doesn’t
eradicate the need to
pursue another. Just
like a doctor can’t be
a specialist in every
area of medicine,
the same goes
for the rabbinate,
where there are so many different areas to
concentrate your studies.
As the pandemic drags on through the
dark days of winter, what will you do to
further your own pursuits for knowledge
and seize this unique opportunity? In
the words of our sages, Rabbi Hillel says:
“Do not say ‘When I am free, I will study,’
for perhaps you will not
become free.” (Pirkei Avot
2:6). As a kid who grew
up in Sudbury (not exactly
a hotbed of Jewish life), I
always felt there was too
much to learn and more
questions in my mind
than the time to seek all
of the answers. However,
in the immortal words of
the Chinese philosopher
Confucius – “Ask a question and you’re
a fool for three minutes – don’t ask a
question, and you’re a fool all your life.”

“...When I am free, I
will study.”

Cantor Eric Moses •

As we continue to navigate
through these unusual times, the
opportunities to study and resources
to learn have increased. With that
in mind, I am proud to announce
my intention to pursue my “smicha”
(rabbinic ordination). My goal is
not to be a Rabbi but to possess the
knowledge required to preserve this
unbroken chain in our tradition and
to fulfill my grandmother’s earlier
prophecy. On a personal note, I will always
be your “Cantor.”

“...I became
determined to
undertake the
challenge.”
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BETH SHOLOM FAMILY

ABE GLOWINSKY

PRESIDENT
We teach our children that Hanukkah is
the “Festival of Lights”. The story recounts
how the Maccabees defeated the Greek
Empire against tremendous odds, being
outnumbered at every turn, and returned
to the Holy Temple to find barely enough
oil to light the menorah for even one night.
In the end, the Menorah of the Holy Temple
burned bright, for eight nights – a miracle
of historic proportions! However, as I’ve
come to learn in adulthood, there is another
meaning; a deeper meaning, behind the
Hanukkah story. The holiday encapsulates
the Jewish drive to overcome adversity
by rebuilding what was
taken from our people
(even if only temporarily).
In fact, the translation of the
Hebrew word “Hanukkah”
means “dedication” – a
reference to the Maccabees’
rededication of the Holy
Temple. It seems that in our
history, these miracles exist
in abundance…if only we
have the where-with-all to
recognize the miracle when
it presents itself! Friends,
yes, we are in the midst of challenging
times, but we have been presented with
another opportunity to rekindle our Jewish
spirit just as the Maccabees did: to shine
bright, to overcome adversity, to rebuild,
and to prepare for the miracle on the
horizon.

Interestingly, at the time of the mailing of
this bulletin, approximately eight months
will have passed since the World Health
Organization declared the Coronavirus a
global pandemic. It has been eight long
months, but our hope for the miracle of
a treatment or a vaccine for this dreaded
disease has not faded. Its arrival is
inevitable (and hopefully around the
corner), which leads me to turn my mind to
Jewish communal life after Covid-19, and
what our rededication might resemble.
In the fullness of time following the
distribution of a vaccine, we will slowly
return to our beloved synagogue. While
Zoom and live-streaming have been
successful, temporary solutions, they do not
supplement for the social
interaction, camaraderie,
and communal spirit that
thrives at Beth Sholom. I
very much look forward
to this “rededication” and
sharing it with you, the
congregation. In fact, as
I discussed in my address
on Rosh Hashanah, “Beit
Knesset”, the Hebrew word for synagogue,
translates as “a house of gathering”. Our
Beit Knesset is where we have a deep
relationship with Judaism and a connection
to our community, one that will serve
us well as we overcome and move past
the Coronavirus pandemic. We must
not become complacent because of the

“...Jewish drive
to overcome
adversity...”

...continued

temporary convenience of Zoom and the
live-streaming of services. I implore all of
you to return to Beth Sholom once you
feel safe to do so. We must rejuvenate our
congregation from within and rededicate
Beth Sholom as a house of culture, growth,
and religion. Together we can rebuild a
stronger and restored community – one
our children and grandchildren will be
proud to call their home. Our ancestors,
the Maccabees, faced similar challenges in
their time and were blessed with a great
miracle following their perseverance and
defeat of a powerful adversary. The parallel
narrative serves as an important reminder
that our miracle will inevitably arrive. What
we do in the days, months, and years to
follow – and specifically, how we rebuild
our community and shul life – will help
shape our legacy in history.

From his early days with Special Olympics,
Evan would help marshal regional meets
and more recently he’s been coaching on
a national level, holding the position of
District Team Manager at two provincial
games for the Greater Toronto Area. His
commitment has been so strong he was
even serving as District Team Manager on
the day his second daughter was born,
commuting back and forth between the
games and the hospital so he could be with
his family and still honour his commitment
to his team.
Today, as we live through this pandemic,
Evan and his fellow coaches are keeping
their team connected even though
in-person swimming has been put on hold
because Special Olympics is about more

than just sport; it is a vital social connection
for a segment of our community that is
often overlooked and marginalized. As such,
Evan’s commitment to the organization and
its athletes is stronger now than ever before,
and he plans to continue strengthening that
bond for years to come.
In today’s world of many conflicting
priorities - family, work, and community
- Evan has found a way to be a successful
businessman, a great father and spouse,
and still have time for many community
commitments like the Special Olympics.
Matthew Krofchick •

Evan Krofchick with his award

I wish you all a Happy Hannukah.
Abe Glowinsky •

BETH SHOLOM FAMILY

SPECIAL OLYMPICS ONTARIO’S 2020 PRESIDENT’S AWARD
On October 8, 2020, Evan Krofchick
received Special Olympics Ontario’s 2020
President’s Award in recognition of his over
25 years of coaching and volunteering on
a regional, provincial, and national level.
This annual award is given to a volunteer
who, over an extended period of time, has
directly contributed to the development
and enhancement of Special Olympics
Ontario programs in a meaningful way
and exemplifies the spirit, philosophy and
8

goals of Special Olympics. Special Olympics
Ontario’s mission is to enrich the lives of
Ontarians with an intellectual disability
through sport. This is a mission that Evan
has dedicated countless hours to while
forming meaningful bonds with his fellow
volunteers and coaches, Special Olympics
staff, and athletes.
Evan first got involved with Special Olympics
around the age of 12 when he started

coaching with the North York Swimming
Eels, the team on which his cousin, Fern
Rose, (of blessed memory) was an athlete.
This is the very same team for which Evan is
head coach today and has been for the last
five years after assuming the role from his
cousin Sarah Carman (of blessed memory)
who lost her battle with cancer at the age
of 35.
...continued
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STEPHANIE KRASMAN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
WHOSE SHAMASH IS BIGGER?
The most famous antagonistic schools of
thought in Judaism flourished in Palestine
during the first century. It was the House of
Hillel (Beit Hillel) vs. the House of Shammai
(Beit Shammai).
One of their better known machlokets, or
disagreements, surrounded the lighting
of the Hanukkah candles. What argument
could there possibly be around such
a peaceful and celebratory ritual? Beit
Shammai suggested that Jews should
start the holiday with a fully lit menorah,
meaning light eight candles on the first day
and remove one candle each night so that
for the last night of Hanukkah we light only
one lonely candle.
Beit Hillel taught his students that Jews
should begin lighting one candle on the
first night and add one candle each night so
that by the last night there is a full menorah,
aglow. We all know who won that debate.
The theory behind Rabbi Hillel’s winning
argument is that, as Jews, we should always
strive to add light to the world rather than
to diminish it.
As an Executive Director of a synagogue, I
believe our “work” is entirely about adding
light to the world. Lighting
and
maintaining
the
Jewish identity fire in our
community, especially in our
youth, is at the heart of what
we strive to do.
In that vein, as the darkness
of
winter
approaches,
especially
during
this
endless storm of COVID-19,
how have we measured up
in keeping the light aflame?

Education and Programming, and Fargana,
her program coordinator, you know they
are a force to be reckoned
with! When planning for this
academic year (planning
during a global pandemic?!),
she never wavered from
offering our youth the most
authentic Jewish learning
experience
as
possible.
Meeting every demand
and tough question from
parents, and ensuring the
complete safety of students
and teachers, SholomLearning was the first
supplementary school to open in the GTA
this October, both virtually and in-person.
While enrollment may be down from last
year, we do have a substantive student
body to be proud of.

“...they are a force to
be reckoned with...”

Equally to be proud of is our continued
service to our members. We never wavered
from connecting. Our very first zoom
minyan, one of the first in the GTA, was
March 23 – exactly two weeks to the day
when most of the leadership, clergy, and
staff were shuttered into self-isolation.
We never looked back from there, offering
daily zoom minyans, creative programming,
sophisticated Jewish learning, virtual shivas,
and our school moved online. We continued
to publish – our quarterly bulletins, yizkor
book, and calendar, each arrived in your
home exactly
on
schedule.
And then of
course,
there
were the High
Holy
Days.
Our members
reported
in
our
survey
that 80% of
participants felt
that our adult services were meaningful
and engaging. The comments received
about the quartet, the pre-recorded video
content, and Rabbi Aaron’s sermons were
all outstanding.

“...our “work” is
entirely about
adding light to the
world.”

I conducted a “scientific-ish”
study, and surveyed several Conservative
synagogues, similar to our size in the GTA,
to see if I could determine whose shamash
was bigger - my cheeky way of asking: How
does Beth Sholom measure up during these
wild times we are in? I asked my fellow
Executive Directors all sorts of metrics like
membership retention, revenue streams,
supplementary school performance, etc.
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Our biggest accomplishment in 2020 is no
doubt our membership retention. By the
time you read this, we will be close to 90%
of households renewed. Additionally, we
received over 90% of our original budgeted
membership revenue. This significant feat
occurred in
two
ways.
First:
our
community,
as we know, is
exceptionally
co m m i t te d,
and equally
generous. Second: we never allowed
finances be a barrier to participation and
membership. The office staff worked
diligently and sensitively with every
household who came forward with financial
challenges due to COVID-19. It was one of
my most gratifying moments.

When I compared our successes to that of
the other synagogues, I noticed that we
were all within a few percentage points up
or down from each other for almost every
measure. While my competitive nature
wanted us to be the best of the best in every
category, a feeling of relief swept over me.

Thank You!
A SINCERE THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE MADE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO
OUR SYNAGOGUE IN THIS PAST YEAR, DURING THESE TOUGH TIMES!

Michelle Berman
Bayla & Allan Cheskes
Lisa Erlick
Marshall Folk
Michal Freedman
Estelle Grader
James Gross
Noah Gurevitz
Felicia Hershenhorn
Dr. Eric Horlick
Dr. Sybil Judah
Steven Kelman
David Krieger
Evan Krofchick
Matthew Krofchick

Arlene Lapowich
Cheryl Libman
Melissa Lieberman
Aaron Lindzon
Adira Lindzon
Margaret Lindzon
Solomon Mathalon
Jill Mayer
Doreen Menaker
Talia Moses
Aaron Platt
Nathan Rapoport
Paula Riczker
Karen Rosen
Jacklyn Rosenblat

Dylan Rosenthal
Dr. Barry Rubin
Hershel Sahian
Raisyl & Richard Saunders
Lawrence Scheinman
Ayal Schaffer
Sky Shapiro
Steven & Randi Skurka
Stephan Somer
Sterling Spears
Shawn Tock
Helene Wahle
Kenny Wise
Gerald Ziedenberg

BETH SHOLOM COMMUNITY

It isn’t really about comparing and
competing. It isn’t whose menorah shines
brighter than all the rest. When it comes to
synagogue life, to Jewish life, our collective
successes must come together and shine
light across our entire city. Keeping Jewish
life affiliated and engaged and passionate.
At no other time in recent history has it
been more important to shine light and
break apart the darkness.

We are in need of volunteers interested in joining the Programming Committee, or the
Membership Committee. The time commitment would be about one virtual (zoom) meeting
every six weeks. There is important work to be done and we need your input!

Chag Hanukkah Sameach to you and your
family.

To learn more please email stephanie@bethsholom.net

CALL FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERS!

Stephanie Krasman •

One final area I would like to highlight is our
supplementary school, SholomLearning.
If you have met Alexa, our Director of
11
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BETH SHOLOM COMMUNITY

FROM MINYAN TO HANUKKAH

A TRUE PARNAS

DAVID KRIEGER
So much “new” this year has already been
experienced. New ways to do almost
everything, including something so basic
as praying together. We seem to have
gotten used to our daily Zoom and YouTube
services, but it still seems odd when we toss
in a holiday.
How are we going to celebrate Hanukkah
via ZOOM? For starters, be sure to join
Cantor Moses on Thursday December 10th
for our Sing-a Long and candle lighting. It’s
easy to imagine all those ZOOM windows
being lit up!
As you’re planning your Hanukkah
celebration this year, keep the
recommendations for hosting gettogethers with people outside your
household in mind, and try to stick to
virtual hosting! Outdoor celebrations are
considered a moderate risk, and indoor
celebrations put you at higher risk—as does
traveling long distances to get together
with friends and family.
But that doesn’t mean you can’t still have
fun this holiday season. You just need to
embrace what’s different about Hanukkah
this year and add a little more creativity to
the mix—here’s how.

1. Limit the guest list

If you still plan to get together with loved
ones, keep the Hanukkah gatherings
outdoors and brief. Rather than rotating in
a different group of friends and loved ones
each night, it’s better to stick with the same
crew throughout the holiday. Of course, if
you’re going all-virtual with your holidays
this year, the more, the merrier!

2. Pick quarantine-friendly gifts

Opt for gifts that’ll help make your time
at home this winter, cozier and more
comfortable; fuzzy socks, a warm blanket, a
good book, a fun game to play, or a clever
mug.

3. Share goodies with friends

If you aren’t able to get together this year,
you can still enjoy the same treats and
Hanukkah recipes together, but a part. Drop
off a sweet treat, like rugelach, sufganiyot,
or a little gelt to make someone’s Hanukkah
a little brighter.

4. Declare it Pajama-kkah

Wardrobes have gotten a lot more casual in
quarantine, so go ahead and break out the
PJs every night.

5. Light up the night

If you’re planning an outdoor Hanukkah

celebration, you’ll need a menorah that
won’t blow out with a gust of wind. Look
for modern LED versions that will keep the
“flames” lit throughout the celebration.

6. Mix it up a little

You’ll probably still want to serve all the
classic Hanukkah dishes like latkes, brisket,
kugel, and matzo ball soup . Create a theme
for each night—whether you do breakfastfor-dinner with PJs, gifts and challah French
toast on the menu, or an all-sweets day,
with a sweet noodle kugel and melted-gelt;
or hot chocolate to enjoy.

7. Be kind to yourself

The pandemic has been hard on everyone,
so give yourself room to simply enjoy the
season. Look for little shortcuts that make
it easier for you to relax and spend time
with the people you love—whether they’re
across the table, or across the country.
Chag Hanukkah Sameach!
David Krieger •
You can visit the website below and find
the recipes mentioned in this article
https://www.realsimple.com/

JEFF GREEN
Jeff Green has been a welcome addition
to the Beth Sholom team since his arrival
in 2012. He is a proficient and capable
Torah reader and service leader, chanting
Torah at our Shabbat and YomTov services
and overseeing our daily Minyan. When
clergy are away
from
the
synagogue, he
enhances the
Torah reading
with insightful
commentary
on the weekly
Jeff Green conducting services
Parsha.
His
during the pandemic
willingness to go
the extra mile
and take on additional responsibilities, has
been particularly appreciated since the start
of the pandemic this past spring.

working, he continued to move forward
there, and is currently the Assistant Manager
for Forecasting and Replenishment.

on the leading of the Minyan, on Saturday
evenings, Sunday mornings, and statutory
holidays. On the challenge of holding down
two jobs, Jeff comments that his role at
Beth Sholom adds a
spiritual dimension
to his life. The act
of giving back to
his community is a
responsibility he holds
dear.

By happy coincidence, Jeff met
fellow employee, Jennifer, at Toys R
Us. As their relationship deepened,
Jenn made the decision to
embrace and convert to Judaism.
The couple were directed to
Rabbi Aaron to oversee her year
of study and completion of the
conversion process. Jeff and Jenn
His deep sense of
were married at Beth Sholom
commitment
has
in 2010 and recently celebrated
been on true display
Jeff Green with his wife, Jennifer
their tenth wedding anniversary.
since the onset of
They are the proud and loving parents of the pandemic. As Minyan and Shabbat
four sons: Gavi, 9, Yoni, 7, Shai, 5, and Ezra, 3. services were abruptly switched to Zoom
The little boys view the shul as their second and livestream formats, Jeff has responded
home and are a source of delight to its quickly in assisting the clergy in leading
congregants.
services on these new platforms. His wife
Jeff, son of David and Riva Green, was raised
Jenn notes with pride that despite his busy
in a modern Orthodox family in Toronto. Jeff notes that in the years following his home life, he has attended all Beth Sholom
He attended Eitz Chaim Jewish Day School, Bar Mitzvah, he regularly filled in as a Torah Shabbat morning services every week since
followed by two years of high school at reader at small congregations and at Youth March 2020: “He makes sure that the needs
Or Chaim, and two years at CHAT.
Minyans. As he of our family and the needs of Beth Sholom
In 2000/2001, he was a member of
and Jenn attended are always met.”
the inaugural class at a small yeshiva
Shabbat services
in Rehovot, Israel. He describes the
at Beth Sholom, he Jeff’s quiet efficiency, organizational skills,
year there as a unique experience,
observed that Larry and calm demeanor are invaluable in a time
where he met a diverse group of
Shilling, the Chazan of uncertainty. He is a true Parnas, much
students, participated in community
Sheni, would have appreciated by his Beth Sholom family. We
development projects, and got to
difficulty finding look forward to the day where we can meet
know his extended family in Israel.
regular, capable together with the entire Green family, in
Jeff returned home in 2000, just prior
Torah readers to shul and in person.
to the start of the second Intifada. It Jeff Green with his children, Gavi, provide coverage
Yoni, Shai and Ezra
was an uncertain time, where he did not
over holiday and staff Bayla Cheskes •
feel ready to start university without clear vacation periods. He offered his availability
career goals. He began work at Toys R US, on a casual basis, and by 2014, was serving
as a seasonal employee. Reliable and hard- as weekly Torah reader. In addition, he took

GET UPDATES ON UPCOMING PROGRAMMING!
Make sure you don’t miss any
news. If you are not receiving
our weekly emails, contact the
Deborah at
deborah@bethsholom.net
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ALEXA ABERGEL

חנוכה

PROGRAMS &
EDUCATION
It has been an adventure to organize
our school and programming during
a pandemic. I have had the pleasure of
experiencing many silver linings which have
indeed strengthened my faith in the Jewish
future.

have made the decision not to open. Our
incredible parent body has trusted us not
only to maintain a safe school environment,
but also to continue to provide top-notch
Jewish education, both in-person, as well as
through online mediums.

The first, and most obvious of these insights,
has been the incredible dedication of our
SholomLearning parent body. Through
even the most difficult of times, we have
been honoured to feel that dozens of our
loyal Beth Sholom families have trusted us
with the health and safety of their children.
As a parent myself, I know the deep feeling
of trust and love that must exist between
a family and the education providers. It
doesn’t cease to amaze me that through
the loyalty and dedication of our families,
we have managed to continue running our
Hebrew School, SholomLearning. This, in
a time when many (most) Hebrew Schools

Another silver lining of these times, has
been the opportunity for me to be in the
classroom on a daily basis. Smaller classes
allow for stronger relationship building,
deeper learning and questioning, and more
attention for each individual student. The
third silver lining, has been the opportunity
to work outside of our comfort zones.
Leading High Holy Day services for youth
this year was an experience like no other.
I have learned to interact with the camera,
and to perform in ways I have never done
previously. Though I hope that one day
COVID will be a distant memory, I know
that many of these skills will stay with us

FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS

HANUKKAH
This year, Hanukkah begins on evening of
Thursday, December 10 and continues until
Friday, December 18.

forever. As a synagogue, connecting with
families and individuals through online
programming will be a key component of
our success in the future. Though we knew
this fact prior to March of this year, I am
grateful that the pandemic has forced us
into this new and inevitable age of online
connectivity.
As Hanukkah approaches, I’d like to wish
each of our families a safe and healthy winter
season. Just as the Maccabees maintained
their own faith during challenging
circumstances, may we too look toward one
another (even with masks on our faces) for
strength in these times. Am Yisrael Chai!
Alexa Abergel •

SHOLOMKIDS
Teaching is a great privilege and
responsibility, and teaching during this
pandemic has doubled the responsibility.
This year, I am teaching three classes in
SholomLearning: an online, an in-person
and a hybrid class. Prior to March of this
year, I never would have imagined that I
would be teaching online to a group of
children (some as young as JK), or that
some students would be virtually joining
my class at the synagogue. It has been a
very significant change.
I have been enjoying it, and I am happy
and relieved to see that nothing can stop
our students’ Hebrew and Jewish learning.
The hardest part for me is to see my
little students wearing masks. Sometimes,
I wonder what my new students look like
without a mask, or if they would be able to
recognize me without a mask?! It is a weird
time indeed, but as we say in Hebrew: gam
zeh ya’avor - this too shall pass.
Fargana Sarmasova •

SHOLOMLEARNING SNAPSHOTS

SHOLOMKIDS

UPCOMING PROGRAMS

SholomKids
having fun
at our
in-person
and virtual
classes!

Register early online for all our
programs and guarantee your spot
by visting the registration links for
each program.
Some programs are subject to a cost.
Registration required for all programs.
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DECEMBER 6		
HANUKKAH BUILD 		
DECEMBER 6 		
VIRTUAL SUNDAY FUNDAY
DECEMBER 11		
HANUKKAH 2020:
				JEWISH TRIVIA GAME & PRIZE SHOP
JANUARY 6		
JANUARY 9		
JANUARY 28		

OPERATION CHESED
HAVDALLAH, YOGA & BAKING
VIRTUAL TU B’SHEVAT SEDER
15

שבעת המינים

BAR & BAT MITZVAH RESOURCES

SEVEN SPECIES

BAR & BAT MITZVAH TUTORING TEAM

The 7 species below are
listed in the Torah as
special products from
Israel!

As the Beth Sholom Community has grown, so has our team of dedicated teachers.
I am fortunate to have the opportunity to work with a dedicated group of professionals who have joined me in preparing our
children for their Bar/Bat Mitzvah celebrations. I work with each family to find the best match to create a dynamic teacher/student
relationship. Here is a little information about our team:
												- Cantor Moses

LEAH GREEN

Leah Green is an Associated and Chat graduate. She graduated from York University’s Jewish
Education Program and spent a year at Hebrew University focusing on Judaic Studies. As an
educator, Leah has worked at many different Jewish Day Schools. She is currently teaching Social
Sciences at TanenbaumChat. Leah has been tutoring in and around Toronto for the past eight
years.

SADIE DOMB-BEUBE

Sadie has taught hundreds of students since 1981 as a Bar/Bat Mitzvah tutor in Thornhill, Ontario.
She is known for fostering a very positive and enthusiastic attitude while motivating each student
to achieve their fullest potential. In 2006, after 22 years in the field of Jewish education, Sadie
retired to focus on her private tutoring specializing in Bar/Bat Mitzvah lessons and upgrading
children in their Hebrew reading skills. Sadie finds it most gratifying to enable students to
enhance and discover their true inner potential by helping them to achieve beyond their own
expectations at their Bar or Bat Mitzvah.

DID YOU
KNOW...
the best time to
start lessons for
Bar/Bat Mitzvah
students is about
a year before their
simcha date.

טו בשבת

• Wheat

חטה

• Barley

שעורה
גפן

• Grapes
• Figs

תאנה

• Pomegranates

רמון

• Olives

זית

• Dates

תמר

TU B’SHEVAT

Tu B’Shevat takes place on Thursday, January 28, 2021.
Tu B’Shevat is celebrated on the 15th of Shevat
and is the “New Year for the Trees!”
Here’s some fun facts about the New Year for the Trees:
•“Tu” ( )טוis Hebrew for “15.”
• In the Torah, there is a ban against cutting down fruit trees.
• On Tu B’Shevat you should eat a new fruit you never tried before!
• Help celebrate by planting a tree or plant you can harvest from.

BLESSING FOR EATING FRUIT FROM TREES
Baruch atah A-donoy, Elo-heinu Melech
Ha’Olam borei peri ha-aytz.
Blessed are You, L-rd our G‑d, King of the
universe, who creates the fruit of the tree.

CANTOR DAVID HAREL
David Harel was born in Russia and made Aliyah with his parents to Israel. In 1982 he received a
call from Singer’s Hill Synagogue in Birmingham, England, to serve as Cantor. He then served as
Cantor at Raleigh Close, in London, while studying Music and Jewish Philosophy in Jew’s College,
London. David worked as Cantor of the Main Synagogue in Johannesburg, South Africa, Cantor of
the Chevra Kadisha Synagogue in Montreal, and Cantor in Shaar Shalom Synagogue in Toronto.
He is now a freelance Cantor, performing for different religious occasions, High Holy Days, Bar
Mitzvah tutoring and other services.

DO YOU HAVE A SON BORN IN 2011
OR A DAUGHTER BORN IN 2012?
BOOKINGS FOR 2024 BAR/BAT MITZVAHS OPEN
MONDAY, JANUARY 18, 2021 AT 9:00AM
Mazel Tov! It’s time to start thinking about your child’s Bar/
Bat Mitzvah!
Children of members are eligible for a Bar/Bat Mitzvah ceremony after their 12th
Hebrew birthday for girls, and 13th Hebrew birthday for boys.
Beth Sholom accepts a maximum of two Bar/Bat Mitzvah bookings for each Shabbat
morning. To ensure your first choice of date is available, we encourage members to
book early as dates fill up quickly.

Member bookings for 2024 Bar/Bat Mitzvahs open on
Monday, January 18, 2021 at 9:00 am.
To book your simcha please visit
https://www.bethsholom.net/life-cycles/barbat-mitzvah/
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Can your child
read Hebrew?

A minimum of five years of formal Hebrew
training and education is usually required
before celebrating a Bar/Bat Mitzvah at Beth
Sholom.
Contact Alexa Abergel for more
information about our SholomLearning
Program at alexa@bethsholom.net or visit

www.sholomlearning.com

UPCOMING JEWISH HOLIDAYS

פורים

PURIM

תענית אסתר

The Fast of E
sthe
takes place on r
Thursday, Fe
bruary 25, 2
021.

This year Purim begins on Thursday night, February 25
until Friday, February 26, 2021.

HOW TO MAKE GREGGORS
YOU WILL NEED:
•
•
•
•

Empty Toilet Paper or Paper Towel Rolls
Tape & Scissors
Raw beans and beads
Markers, paper, stickers and glue for decorating

WHAT TO DO:

Grab an empty roll and tape one end closed. Decorate the outside
roll of your shaker with your markers, stickers and decorations. Fill it
with beans and beads until it’s about over a quarter to half way full.
Tape the other end closed so no beads can fall out.
Start shaking when they say Haman during the Megillah!

Purim FUN FACTS!
Purim means Lot or Lottery which
refers to the way Haman chose the
date for slaughtering all the Jews of
Persia.
G-d’s name is not mentioned in the
Book of Esther.
Queen Esther fasted for three days
before she asked King Achashverosh
to spare the life of the Jews of Persia,
therefore we fast the day before Purim,
to commemorate her fasting.
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BETH SHOLOM ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

GEARING UP FOR 2021
The synagogue office is busy planning and preparing for 2021!

חסדKHesed/
• CHE·SED
noun

loving kindness the
attribute of grace,
benevolence, or
compassion

BETH SHOLOM CHESED PROGRAM

KOSHER FOOD BANK
MARGARET LINDZON & MICHELLE BERMAN

Here’s some FAQs (frequently asked questions) about upcoming membership renewal.

OUTSTANDING BALANCES
If you have a balance on your account, we encourage you to take care of it before the end of the calendar year. Your
most recent statement was emailed or mailed to you in November. Balances can be paid directly through your account
at bethsholom.net, or by calling the office at 416-783-6103. Remaining balances will be carried forward and
added to your 2021 renewal statement. Eligible payments received by December 31st will appear on your 2020
donation receipt.

2020 TAX RECEIPTS
2020 tax receipts will be sent mid-February 2021 via e-mail or regular mail. Missing your receipt? Don’t forget
to check your junk folder!

2021 MEMBERSHIP FEES AND RENEWAL
Finances should never be a barrier to participation! Membership fees are determined using a fair-share model. Many
synagogues increase membership fees every single year but not at Beth Sholom! Those members on the fair-share
model, and not contributing the full membership amount, will have their fee adjusted every few years. In light of the
pandemic, membership will NOT increase for 2021!
The annual membership cycle is January to December. We ask that you make arrangements to pay your membership
upon receipt of your Annual Membership Renewal Statement will be sent to you via mail or e-mail in midJanuary.

RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES
Membership at Beth Sholom comes with many rights and benefits. Please refer to the BELONG section of our website
for a comprehensive description. One important right offered, is the right to burial. Every member in good standing of
Beth Sholom is entitled to rights to burial. A member in good standing is when an account payment is up to date, and the
Building Fund commitment has been completed.

The Beth Sholom Kosher Food Bank
continues to operate in these challenging
times in an ongoing effort to help alleviate
food insecurity in our community. COVID19 has impacted all of our lives in different
ways, and for food-insecure individuals this
disruption has meant a growing demand
and need for access to basic food resources.
Your generous donations continue to
ensure that we can provide our clients with
our weekly bags of non-perishable staple
food items, as well as our monthly bags
which include additional high-demand
items such as coffee, tea, peanut butter,

DID YOU KNOW...

Wishing everyone good health,
Maraget Lindzon & Michelle Berman •

1 OF THE ONLY
2 KOSHER FOOD
BANKS IN TORONTO
SERVING OVER 70
FAMILIES WEEKLY
RUNS ON
WEDNESDAYS
BETWEEN 9:00 AM &
10:00 AM ONLY

A special thank you to our devoted
volunteers, to B’nai Brith for supporting
our Kosher Food Bank during Hanukkah,
and Mazon Canada for their constant
support.

PART OF OUR
CHESED PROGRAMS!

HOW YOU CAN HELP!
MONETARY DONATIONS
Monetary donations allow us to continue providing the staple items
weekly to our community. Donations can be made online at www.
bethsholom.net or by contacting the synagogue office.

SCHEDULED PAYMENTS
Membership can be paid in equal monthly installments. The earlier in the year you arrange for your monthly payments,
the less you pay each month! Scheduled payments can be made on your credit card, or by post-dated cheques.
Membership payments must be completed by December 31st each year.

KOSHER NON-PERISHABLE FOOD ITEMS

RENEW ONLINE

Our Food Bank is always in need of Kosher non-perishable food items.
Most needed items are; tuna, canned veggies and fruit, tomato sauce,
dry pasta, macaroni & cheese, cereal and soup mix.

We encourage all members to renew their membership at www.bethsholom.net. Renewing on-line is fast and easy!
Through the members’ portal, you can choose to pay one lump-sum amount, or schedule monthly credit card payments.
Credit Card information is not stored in our system, meaning your personal financial information is
always safe & secure. You can also renew on-line and choose to mail cheque(s) to the office.

CENTERPEICE DONATIONS

5782 HIGH HOLY DAYS
This year we prayed we would be back together at Beth Sholom for the 5782 High Holy Day services – but no one knows
what this coming year will look like! Should we be able to gather, your High Holy Day seat information will be sent
to you over the summer and payments can be arranged then. Your tickets cannot be released until the balance
on your account is taken care of.

Victoria Mesihayev is Beth Sholom’s dedicated Membership Coordinator. She can answer your questions and assist with
your membership renewal. Contact her anytime at victoria@bethsholom.net or 416-783-4221.
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jam and almond milk. We continue to see
our number of weekly clients grow in these
uncertain times and we cannot thank you
enough for your ongoing support. We look
forward to a time when we can again bring
back our devoted team of volunteers to help
with food sorting and bag packing.

KOSHER
FOOD BANK

Add an element of chesed to your next simcha. Consider creating a
centerpeice filled with items that can be donated to the Kosher Food
Bank!

GUEST GIFT DONATIONS
Add an element of chesed to your next simcha. Consider creating a
centerpeice filled with items that can be donated to the Kosher Food
Bank!

TOGETHER WE ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
Donate at www.bethsholom.net or contact info@bethsholom.net to get details on how to make your donation.
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UPCOMING PROGRAMS

BETH SHOLOM COMMUNITY

DONATIONS
A SINCERE THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE MADE A DONATION TO THE FOLLOWING FUNDS OR WHO HAVE SPONSORED
THE FOLLOWING OCCASIONS IN HONOUR OF A SIMCHA OR IN HONOUR OR MEMORY OF A LOVED ONE.

KOSHER FOOD BANK
Ayal Schaffer & Shauna Brail
Allan & Bayla Cheskes
Forestdale Heights Lodge
Ida Dick
Evan Wayne & Risa Freeman
Margaret & Andrew Lindzon
Martin & Eleanor Maxwell
Fred & Sharon Platt
Celia Rumm

OUT OF THE COLD

Holy Blossom Temple
Joel Steinman & Victoria Apanovich
Steven & Shawna Page
Nathan & Rhonda Rapoport
Philip Plotnick & Bonnie Zelman

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY
FUND
Arnold Smith & Francie Bay-Smith
Ayal Schaffer & Shauna Brail
Barry & Janice Goldberg
Harvey & Bonnie Horowitz
Michael Latsky
Philip & Sherri Lieberman
Fred & Sharon Platt
Michael Davis & Debby Pollit-Davis
Arnold & Tyrral Prashker
Nathan & Rhonda Rapoport
Ruth Reisman
Todd & Roz Schweber
Helene & Elliott Wahle
Eva Frank & Michael Zacks

CANTOR’S MUSIC FUND
Lynda Friendly
Harvey & Bonnie Horowitz
Gord & Debbie Krofchick
Michael Latsky
Fred & Sharon Platt

SHABBAT BROCHURE
SPONSORSHIP

...and many more!
Please refer to Beth Sholom’s website calendar for our upcoming programs.

bethsholom.net/calendar
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Allon & Paula Riczker
Gloria Ungerman

MITZVAH FUND
Doreen Menaker

SIDDUR HADASH
DEDICATION
Jerry & Naomi Goldenberg
Stanley & Teresa Grossman
Scott & Linda Paris
Fred & Sharon Platt

PEACE OF MIND

Jacqueline & Joseph Alloul
Mendel & Helen Green
George & Kitty Grossman
Gord & Debbie Krofchick
Barry & Elaine Kuretzky
Howard & Cindy Orfus
Fred & Sharon Platt
Stephen & Sandra Singer
Stephen Stark
Linda Spiegel & Murray Teitel
Eric Blumer & Jo-Anne Walter
Jeffrey & Elissa Weinberg

GENERAL FUND

Leonard & Marcy Abramsky
Steve & Lorraine Balshin
Larry & Arna Banack
Gail Cooper
Brandon & Jennifer Frankfort
Jerry & Naomi Goldenberg
Stanley & Teresa Grossman
Kurt & Shirley Herzstein
Daniel Goodwill & Gail S. Leder
Novopharm Limited
John & Hannah Rosen
Gary & Elaine Sandor
Somerset Flowers & Gifts
Ricki Shore
Gabriel Riff & Karen Wong

HIGH HOLY DAY APPEAL
Jacqueline & Joseph Alloul
Arthur & Nancy Ameis
Steve & Lorraine Balshin
Rafi Aaron & Michelle Barclay
Marshall Matias & Merav Barr
Larry & Pearl Bell
Karen Rosen & Andrew Bernstein
Gerald & Pearl Bloom
Howard Brodie
Jesse & Samantha Brown
Mitchell & Amy Brown
Jeffrey & Lesley Campbell
Melanie & Cory Capland

Daniel & Jessica Carman
Allan & Bayla Cheskes
Jeffrey & Karen Citron
Richard & Gail Cooper
Nancy & Kenneth Croitoru
David & Stacey Cynamon
Mark & Shelley Diamond
Richard & Rhonda Diamond
Adam & Lindsay Ditkofsky
Jonathan Robinson & Aviva Dworkind
Michael & Jayne Elman
Bunny & Haron Ezer
Marshall & Sandra Folk
Allan & Susan Fenwick Charitable Foundation
L. Frum & H. Sokolowski Charitable Foundation
Philip & Tessa Gordon
Steven Colomby & Melanie Green
Avi & Irina Greenspoon
Mel & Mimi Greenspoon
Aaron Posluns & Justine Grossman
Robert & Edith Harlang
Kurt & Shirley Herzstein
Meyer & Michel Katz
David Caplan & Lisa Kerbel Caplan
Jory & Jeanne Kesten
Irving & Esther Kulik
Donald & Arlene Lapowich
Jessica Cooperman & Stephen Miller
Aaron & Suzanne Mocon
Jerry & Judy Naiberg
Steven & Shawna Page
Scott & Linda Paris
Marsha & Steven Pearlstein
The Platt Family
Illona & Shai Rappaport
Lionel & Heleine Robins
Morris & Irma Robinson
Allan & Anna Rothman
Ian Shore & Lorynne Schreiber
Todd & Roz Schweber
Mark Teitelbaum & Susan Shinoff
Thelma Shore
Ben & Barbara Smuskowitz
Jeffrey Schwartz & Anne Star-Schwartz
Al Tanenbaum
Bryan & Angelica Tannenbaum
Marvin Teperman
Linda & David Walderman
Carl & Marguerite Winer
Irwin & Elayne Wortsman
Sidney & Karen Yellan
Peter Zaltz

Due to space and deadline constraints, not all donations will appear in this issue. Donations made between August 5 - October 21, 2020 are listed above.
If you have been inadvertently omitted, we apologize. Please let us know and we will include your name in our next bulletin.
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BETH SHOLOM FAMILY

BETH SHOLOM FAMILY

FAMILY NEWS

BEREAVEMENTS

WE EXTEND OUR CONDOLENCES TO THE FOLLOWING FAMILIES OF THE LATE:
Lorne Cooper , devoted son of Irwin & Harriet Cooper , beloved husband of Heather Schwartz, and loving father and father-in-law of Ashley Cooper & Alex
Boag, and Jaclyn Cooper.
Shirley Emerz”l, beloved wife of Morris Emerz”l, mother and mother-in-law of Howard & Nathalie Emer and Candy Emer.
Bea Finkz”l, beloved wife of Paul Finkz”l, and beloved aunt of Randi & Steven Skurka, Gayle Danziger & Hugh Schure, and Jeff & Debi Skurka, and great aunt of
Montana Skurka, Jordana Skurka, and Dylan & Sasha Skurka.
David Kahnz”l, beloved husband of Vera Kahn, and father & father-in-law of Stephen Kahn & Phyllis Glanc , and grandfather of Daniel & Michel Kahn.
Selma Musicarz”l, beloved wife of Harry Musicarz”l, and sister of the late Beatrice Alper.
Bernice Pasternacz”l, beloved wife of Maurice Pasternacz”l, adored mother & mother-in-law of Rick & Karyn Pasternac, loving grandmother of Jillian & Adam
Matlin, and Kyle & Jayme Pasternac, and great-grandmother of Tyler & Charlie & Coco.
Sheldon Reinsilberz”l, beloved husband of Eta Horowitz Reinsilber, loving father, father-in-law and stepfather of Justin Reinsilber & Cara Akselrad, Amy & Jay
Goldberg, Stefanie & Paul Hofland, Stacy & Sam Poliwoda, and Lance & Lindsay Freelan, proud grandfather of Ethan, Coby, Lev, Daniela, Sofie, Sara, Saige,
Sidney, Noah, and Jack, and brother and brother-in-law of Marilyn & Eddie Arkin.
Helen Silverstonez”l, beloved wife of Alex Silverstonez”l, mother and mother-in-law of Rhonda Silverstone & Nathan Rapoport, and Cheryl & Philip Hayman,
grandmother of Max & Naomi Hayman, Harley & Sam, Jesse & Natalie Silverstone Rapoport, Judd Silverstone Rapoport, Jason, and the late Alicia, and great
grandmother of Goldie, Ira, and Hallie.
Daisy Spiegelz”l, wife of Al Spiegelz”l, mother & mother-in-law of Linda Spiegel & Murray Teitel, Corrine & Jonathan Kearns, Michelle & Alan, grandmother of
Rachel & Adam, Darrah & Sebastian, Ezra & Lisa Teitel, Carly & Jordan, Zachary & Ilana, Joshua & Safi, Joanna & Brett, David & Marie, Daniel & Maya, and
great-grandchildren Lewis, Julius, Lia, Miriam, Liam and Alejandro.
Shirley Spiegelz”l, beloved wife of Michael Spiegel, mother and mother-in-law of Deedee and Don Moscoe, and grandmother of Charlie, Lee and Lizzie.
Adam Sprackmanz”l, beloved husband of Dianne Sprackman, father of Cooper & Taylor Sprackman, son of Mel Sprackmanz”l, and Deedee & Lawrence
Scheinman, son-in-law of Paul & Voula Davos, and brother-in-law of Debbie & Ted Kellesis.
Barbara Starkz”l, Holocaust survivor, wife of Benny Starkz”l, mother of Stephen Stark & Patti Starkz”l, and Elsa Stringer & Ted Stringerz”l, grandmother of Lori
Grossman, Michael & Alyssa Grossman, and Sarah & Dave Stoller; Joshua & Stephanie Stark, Jared & Michelle Stark, and Shane Stark, and great-grandmother
of Piper, Benny, Kaden, Paige and Brody.
z”l

z”l

BIRTHDAYS

NEW MEMBERS

MAZEL TOV ON THE FOLLOWING MILESTONE BIRTHDAYS:
DECEMBER
Marlene Brown
Joanna Feldman
Helen Green
Karen Green
Stephen Green
Barry Lerner
Ariel Levcovich
Randy Manis
Eleanor Maxwell
Leora Roth
Paula Stark
David Weinberg
Jerry Zeidel

JANUARY

Jacqueline Alloul
Merav Barr
Andrew Budning
Franklyn Cappell
Elisa Eisen
Larry Erlick
Jodine Hoffman
Joseph Mayer
DeeDee Scheinman
Cindy Sherman

FEBRUARY

Leonard Barkin
Karen Citron
Jodi Frankfort
Brookie Glazman
Jodi Goldstein
Shelley Goodman
Shirley Latchman
Gayla Litowitz
Arthur Shiff
Ian Shore
Lewis Steinberg
Shirley Talsky
Angelica Tannenbaum
Beth Weingarden

WE ARE PLEASED TO EXTEND A WARM
WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING
NEW MEMBERS:
Mara Banack & Bevan Kanter
Sandi Leibovici
Jeffrey Hecht & Danielle Snow
Sara & Ian Zagdanski

MAZEL TOV ON THE FOLLOWING BAR
& BAT MITZVAHS
To Darryl & Shelby Firsten on the Bat Mitzvah of their daughter,
Leah.
To David & Shelby Fisch on the Bar Mitzvah of their son, Kaleb.
To Eric & Karen Green on the Bar Mitzvah of their son, Marcus.
To Eric Horlick & Sheri Steinberg on the Bar Mitzvah of their son,
Jonah.
To Stephen Miller & Jessica Cooperman-Miller on the Bar
Mitzvah of their son, Adam.
To Robbie Kumer & Barbara Schechter on the Bar Mitzvah of
their son, Ozzy.

MAZEL TOV ON THE FOLLOWING
MARRIAGES
Robbin and Larry Yunger on the marriage of their son Matthew
to Blair Farbstein, daughter of Linda and Jeffery Farbstein. Proud
grandparents are Elaine and Don Charness, of Montreal, Maryla Yunger
and Shirley Farbstein. Fondly remembered at this time are Joseph
Yungerz”l, Rayzel and Murray Zuckermanz”l, and Harry Farbsteinz”l.

To Ashley & Jordan Seetner on the baby naming of their daughter,
Ellie Rose. Excited grandparents are Allan & Cindy Katchky, and
Arie & Aida Seetner. Proud great-grandmother is Pearl Seetner. Fondly
remembered is great aunt Beverly Engelbergz”l.
To Lauren & Harrison Sversky on the birth of their son, Blake
Hudson. Over the moon grandparents are Lisa & Evan Sversky,
Faithe Sversky & Joel Guberman, and Denise & Efrem Mudryk. Very
excited great-grandparents are Barbara & Marty Sversky, Shirley &
Michael Rabinowitz, Ann & Jack Mudryk, and the late Helen & Burney
Bongard. Fondly remembered are Lillian & Jack Bealez”l, and Muriel &
Harry Sverskyz”l.
To Cara Zacks & Rodolfo Novak on the birth of their son, Abram.
Proud grandparents are Michael Zacks & Eva Frank, and Izabel
& Marcio Novak. Loving great-grandparent is Elizabeth Frank. Fondly
remembered at this time are Andrew Frankz”l, and Lola & Harry Zacksz”l.

WE WISH THE FOLLOWING A
YASHER KOACH

MAZEL TOV ON THE FOLLOWING
BIRTHS

To Evan Krofchick for being awarded the Special Olympics Ontario’s
2020 President’s Award in recognition of his over 25 years of coaching
and volunteering on a regional, provincial, and national level.

To Carly and Jay Goldenberg on the birth of their son, Cole Shiloh.
Proud grandparents (x11!) are Steven & Marsha Goldenberg,
and Jody Klapman & Brian Goldberg. Excited great-grandparents are
Naomi & Gerald Goldenberg, Esther Axelrod, Ruth Klapman, and
Judy & Ben Goldberg. Lovingly remembered at this time are Haim
Axelrodz”l, Shloim (Sam) Klapmanz”l, and Sybil Goldbergz”l .

To Estelle & Joseph Grader for their upcoming 61st wedding
anniversary on December 15.

To Mara Banack & Bevan Kanter on the birth of their son, Brody
Max. Proud grandparents are Arna & Larry Banack, and Arna &
Sam Kanter. Excited great-grandparents are Zelda Crocker and
Frida Kanter. Fondly remembered at this time are Sylvia & Henry
Banackz”l, William Crockerz”l, Edie & Mal Dentalz”l, and Michael
Kanterz”l.

ANNIVERSARIES

To Alicia Katz & Adam Katchky on the baby naming of their
daughter, Morgan Sadie. Excited grandparents are Allan & Cindy
Katchky, and Gena & Elliot Katz.
To Alexis & Michael Lehava on the birth of their son, Matthew
Meir Lehava. Proud grandparents (X12!) are Steven & Marsha
Goldenberg, and Boaz & Perla Lehava. Excited great-grandparents are
Naomi & Gerald Goldenberg, Esther Axelrod, and Helen Lehava.
Lovingly remembered at this time are Haim Axelrodz”l, David Lehavaz”l,
and Bernardo & Raquel Brzezniakz”l.

To Jeff Green for successfully leading the services every day during
this pandemic.
To our Chattan Torah, Larry Rich, Chattan Bereshit, Solomon
Mathalon, and Aishet Chayil, Tracy Kowal for their constant
dedication to our congregation.
To our Unsung Heroes for 2020 Nathan Rapoport and Allan
Cheskes for their constant commitment to our Minyan.

MAZEL TOV ON THE FOLLOWING MILESTONE ANNIVERSARIES:
DECEMBER

David & Carolyn Berger
Karen & Seymour Pomotov
Gary & Karen Posner
Peter Seeligsohn & Lesley Steyn
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JANUARY

Lionel & Heleine Robins
Sean & Nancy Teperman
Morton & Sandra Weinberg

FEBRUARY

Steven Colomby & Melanie Green
Ronald & Lorraine Otis
Donald & Mona Pearlston
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